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Week 3: 
Widening Operators, and TAJS



Fixed Point Analysis

i0 = {0}

i1 = {0, 1}

i2 = {0, 1, 2}

...
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{0}

Widening

Our lattice

Our domain



Adding Partial Order - ≼

A ≼ B ⇔ A ⊆ B
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Widening

Actually our lattice



The least upper bound, and the problem of infinity

i0 = {0}

i1 = {0, 1}

i2 = {0, 1, 2}

...

...
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Widening



The Widening Operator

Define ▽ : ℙ(N) X ℙ(N) → ℙ(N)

A ▽ B = N if A ⊂ B or B ⊂ A
A otherwise 

Widening

Actually our abstract lattice

...

{0,1,2,3}

{0,1,2}

{0,1}
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N



Safety vs. Precision

N is not very precise (well, not on the domain of N, anyway), 
but it is safe and correct.

Widening



Extending for Strings and Automata

i0 = {“yes”}

i1 = {“yes”, “yes yes”}

i2 = {“yes”, “yes yes”, “yes yes yes”}

...

Widening

We could widen i to the set of all strings

Or we could widen it to this:  yes(yes)* 



TAJS String Lattice



Strings using automaton in TAJS

● Over 19 functions that represent the possible string value categories.
● Example:

○ isMaybeAnyStr()

○ isMaybeStrUInt()

Str ⋂ UInt ≠ Ø



Cont.

● Examples:
○ isStrIdentifier()

○ joinAnyStrIdentifier()

{Str} ⊆ L(Identifiers)

Str U Identifiers



Objectives

● Continue studying TAJS source code to find places where modifications are 
required and start modifying.

● Study how widening operators would be implemented on the tool using FSA.
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